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Abstract—Wind and hydrokinetic turbines play an essential
role in the transition to carbon-free electricity generation, and
improving the economics of turbine systems can accelerate this
change. Recognizing that operational costs represent a significant
share of the total generation costs, researchers have proposed
methods for optimizing the turbine system maintenance while
considering the impact of power-electronic converter lifetime on
the maintenance costs. This work considers how peak-shaving can
be applied to turbine units across an array to exchange energy
generation for prolonged power-electronic converter lifetimes and
reduced maintenance visits. This work proposes an online peak
shaving controller (PSC) that finds the optimal peak-shaving
actions by minimizing a function of the predicted levelized cost
of energy (LCOE). This real-time minimization of LCOE via
a model predictive control style framework ensures the PSC
is economically beneficial to the system. The PSC simulates
the turbine system with different peak-shaving actions over
a prediction horizon, then calculates LCOE considering the
power-electronic converter lifetimes and turbine array energy
generation. A hardware test demonstrates the real-time peak-
shaving action leveraged by the PSC, while a simulation case
study for a wind turbine array demonstrates the economic benefit
offered over the array’s full lifecycle.

Index Terms—Turbines, Wind energy, Hydrokinetic energy,
Power conversion, Power electronics, Predictive maintenance, Re-
maining life assessment, Condition monitoring, Model predictive
control, LCOE.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wind turbines are a well-established and rapidly growing
source of renewable energy. In 2020, wind turbines accounted
for 8.3% of electricity generation in the USA and the largest
share of new electricity generation capacity additions [1].
In contrast to wind turbines, the commercial deployment of
hydrokinetic turbine (HKT) systems - submerged turbines that
capture the kinetic energy of flowing water - remains limited,
primarily due to the high cost. However, researchers suggest
that leveraging hydrokinetic energy generation is necessary to
accelerate the transition toward increased renewable energy
generation and reduced carbon emissions [2].

Metrics such as levelized cost of energy (LCOE) can
quantify the economic performance of wind and hydrokinetic
turbine projects. In simple terms, LCOE is the ratio of costs
to energy generation. Costs comprise the capital expenditures
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(CapEx) and operational expenditures (OpEx), with operations
and maintenance (O&M) costs comprising a significant share
of OpEx. Literature surveying large wind turbine systems
suggests that O&M costs account for 25-34% of the total
lifecycle costs [3], [4]. Further, researchers suggest that as
wind turbine system LCOE continues to fall, O&M and
OpEx costs will be responsible for an increasing share of the
LCOE [5]–[7]. Therefore, exploring advanced techniques to
reduce O&M costs or prolong plant lifespan is essential to
further reducing turbine system LCOE. While literature on
the operating costs of HKTs is limited, [8] provides baseline
CapEx and OpEx for ocean wave power devices, from which
OpEx accounts for around 43-56% of the total lifecycle costs
over a 20-year lifespan.

Power electronics, especially in the direct-drive powertrain,
plays a major role in wind and HKT generation. The main-
tenance strategy of the power-electronic (PE) system and
the rest of the turbine system has a significant impact on
O&M costs [9]. Considering this, researchers have proposed
various numerical techniques for finding the optimal main-
tenance strategy for multi-component systems such as wind
turbines. An optimal maintenance strategy is typically found
by minimizing an objective function composed of the costs
or risks associated with maintenance actions and component
failures [10]–[13]. These works consider various combinations
of preemptive, condition-based, and corrective maintenance
actions in searching for the optimal maintenance strategy.
Additionally, these techniques consider how multiple main-
tenance actions can be performed concurrently in a single
maintenance visit according to group-based or opportunistic
maintenance policies.

An array of wind or hydrokinetic turbines presents a chal-
lenging maintenance optimization problem since the array
comprises numerous turbine units, each of which is a complex
multi-component system. Further, each turbine unit may age
and degrade at a different rate. Ref [11] presents a maintenance
optimization framework for an array of offshore wind turbines,
while [13] demonstrates the advantage of a group mainte-
nance policy for the same application. However, while these
techniques are effective in identifying an optimal maintenance
strategy, they do not consider how the operation of the turbine
system, especially regarding the PE system, can be modified to
further improve the turbine system’s economic performance.

Recently, [14] proposed a health-orientated power control
strategy for a direct-drive wind turbine. A receding horizon
predictive controller maximizes the turbine system economic
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revenue by flattening the temperature variation of the PE
converter switching devices. While effective, the proposed
controller considers a single turbine unit in isolation. In a
turbine array employing a group maintenance strategy, the
economics of applying power control to a single unit is
intertwined with the state of all other turbine units across
the array. Therefore, a more complex strategy or controller
is required to consider this interplay between the turbines.

Aside from [14], the concept of exchanging energy gener-
ation for prolonged PE converter lifetimes is not explored in
the literature, and no prior work has explored how this concept
can be implemented in a turbine array system employing
group maintenance policies across the array. Therefore, this
paper proposes a peak shaving controller (PSC) in which the
rated power of each turbine unit, with consideration of the
array system, is altered on-the-fly during operation, cutting
off some peaks in the wind or water profile. In doing so, the
PSC prolongs some PE converter lifetimes at the expense of
energy generation. To consider this trade-off, as well as the
intertwined economics of the array due to the group mainte-
nance policy, the PSC minimizes an LCOE function for the
entire array within a model predictive control style framework,
thereby determining the optimal peak-shaving action for each
individual turbine unit.

This work comprises three contributions to the literature:
Firstly, the concept of leveraging power-control actions to
improve system economics explored in [14] is expanded
to a turbine array system with group maintenance policies.
Secondly, derating each turbine unit’s rated power on-the-fly
is explored as a means to implement peak-shaving actions
for both variable- and fixed-pitch turbine designs. Thirdly,
real-time online minimization of system LCOE is used to
set the power-control actions, ensuring maximum economic
performance.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the turbine array system, detailing its operation, modeling, and
control. Section III describes the maintenance strategy applied
to the turbine array PE converters. Section IV uses simulation
and experimental testing to investigate and demonstrate the
peak-shaving concept. Section V details the proposed PSC.
Section VI uses a simulation case study for a wind turbine
array to explore the efficacy of the PSC. Finally, Section VII
summarizes the contributions and concludes this paper.

II. TURBINE SYSTEM OPERATION AND MODELING

The proposed PSC simulates the entire turbine system over
a prediction horizon, which requires detailed multi-physics
modeling. Therefore, this section describes the operation and
modeling of the turbine system, considering mechanical, elec-
trical, thermal, and aging behaviors. Additionally, these models
are used to investigate the peak-shaving concept in Section
IV and demonstrate PSC performance in the Section VI case
study. Averaged steady-state models are used to accurately
capture turbine system power generation and PE converter
aging over a long-timespan mission profile simulation. Fast-
timescale dynamics such as PWM switching, blade-pitch ac-
tuation, and transient behaviors are beyond the paper’s scope;

however, the thermal models include the dynamic behavior
associated with the cooling system’s heat capacity.

A. Turbine System Overview

Fig. 1. shows an overview of a direct-drive turbine array
applicable to wind and hydrokinetic systems. The array has
n turbine units with each comprising a turbine, permanent
magnet synchronous generator (PMSG), and a back-to-back
AC-DC-AC PE converter system with an LCL filter. The
PE system allows for variable-speed operation of the turbine
while controlling real and reactive power flow to the grid. The
proposed PSC, explained in detail in Section V, alters the rated
turbine powers on-the-fly to the optimal values Pratedopt.
Note that the PSC does not replace the existing controls within
each turbine unit. The PSC inputs are the wind or water ve-
locity forecast, the system’s economic parameters, the turbine
unit generated powers Pn, and the junction temperatures of
the converter switching devices TJ .

B. Turbine System Modeling

While the example systems are both variable-speed, the
wind-turbine system is variable-pitch and the HKT system is
fixed-pitch. Below their rated power, both designs allow for
maximum power extraction. However, when rated power is
reached at higher wind or water speeds, their respective meth-
ods of power limiting are different, affecting the applicability
of the proposed PSC. Turbine operation in these regions is
detailed below for both systems.

1) Operation below rated power: The turbine does not
operate when below the turbine cut-in speed uci. Otherwise,
the turbine is behavior is as follows. The power of the wind
or water through the swept area of the turbine is given by

Pfluid =
1

2
ρπr2u3 (1)

where ρ is the air or water density, r is the turbine blade
radius, and u is the air or water velocity. The generator
speed is controlled to achieve the optimal tip-speed ratio λopt,
corresponding to the maximum power coefficient CP (max) and
maximum power extraction. Thus turbine power, speed, and
torque are calculated as

Pr = CP (max)Pfluid wr =
λoptu

r
Tr =

Pr

wr
(2)

2) Operation at rated power: The power limiting behavior
differs between the fixed- and variable-pitch turbine designs
[15], [16]. In the variable-pitch control case, when the turbine
rated power is reached, turbine speed is held constant and
the turbine blade pitch is controlled to intentionally reduce
CP . Since the turbine pitching does not affect the rest of the
electrical system, it does not need to be modeled in detail.
Turbine power, speed, and torque are calculated as

Pr = Prated w = wr(max) Tr =
Pr

wr
(3)

where Prated is the turbine rated power, and wr(max) is the
turbine speed corresponding to the turbine entering the power-
limited region.

In the fixed-pitch case, assisted stall regulation is used.
When the turbine rated power is reached, turbine speed is
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reduced to induce the stall condition, thereby limiting the
power that is extracted from the wind or water. Turbine power,
speed, and torque are calculated as

Pr = Prated wr =
λ(CP )u

r
Tr =

Pr

wr
(4)

where λ(CP ) is the tip-speed-ratio obtained from a lookup
table of the turbine’s CP curve. The required CP is given by
CP = Prated/Pfluid.

At very high wind or water speeds, the turbine will cease
operation when it reaches the cut-out speed uco.

C. PMSG Modeling

By regulating the PMSG torque, the PMSG speed can be
controlled to achieve the desired turbine speed. The calculated
turbine speed and torque and DC bus voltage Vdc are passed
to the PMSG model. In steady-state, 5% core and mechanical
losses are assumed, thus the electromagnetic torque is calcu-
lated as Tem = 0.95Tr.

The PMSG modeling and control use the d-q rotating
reference frame aligned to the permanent-magnet rotor flux.
Therefore assuming zero field weakening, the d-q axis currents
and rms phase currents are given by

id = 0 iq =
2Tem
3ppλfd

Iph =
iq√
2

(5)

where pp is the number of pole pairs and λfd is the rotor flux
linkage. The PMSG power generated to the gen-side converter,
after subtracting losses, is calculated by

Ploss(gen) = 3I2phRs + 0.05Trwr (6)

Pgen = Trwr − Ploss(gen) (7)

where Rs is the stator resistance. The d-q voltages are

Vd = Rsid − weLqiq (8)
Vq = Rsiq + we(λfd + Ldid) (9)

where Ld and Lq are the stator d and q axis inductances,
respectively. we is the electrical frequency, calculated as we =
pp · wr. Then the rms phase voltage, and the phase angle ψ
between the voltage and current are given by

Vph =

√
V 2
d + V 2

q
√
2

ψ = tan−1(
Vq
Vd

)− π

2
(10)

Finally, the maximum modulation index is calculated as
Mmax = 2

√
2Vph/Vdc.

D. Gen-side PE Converter Modeling

The PMSG phase currents, phase voltages, phase angle,
and modulation index are passed onto the gen-side converter
model. Since the goal of the proposed PSC is to prolong
converter lifetime, the gen-side converter requires an electrical
system averaged model, a thermal model, and a lifetime
model. The gen-side converter electrical model is described in
this subsection, followed by the grid-side converter and LCL
electrical model in the next. Then the PE converter thermal and
lifetime modeling common to both the gen-side and grid-side
converters will follow.

IGBT conduction and switching losses as well as diode
reverse recovery losses are calculated according to [17]. The
method first calculates voltage rise and fall times considering
the switching voltages and currents, gate-drive, device capaci-
tance, and miller plateau effect. The required average and rms
IGBT and diode currents are calculated using equations from
[18].

The losses in the DC bus capacitor are calculated as
PCdc = I2C(rms)ESR, where IC(rms) is calculated using
equation from [18] and ESR is the capacitor equivalent series
resistance. Similarly, wire conduction losses are calculated for
the phase-lines between the PMSG and the gen-side converter.
Then the total converter losses and power generated to the DC
bus are given by

Ploss(genside) = PIGBTs + Pdiodes + PCdc + Pwiring (11)
PDC = Pgen − Ploss(genside) (12)

where PCdc and Pwiring are the conduction losses in the DC
bus capacitor and wires to the PMSG.

E. Grid-side PE Converter & LCL Filter Modeling

The grid-side converter is modeled similarly to the gen-
side converter. However, the grid-side converter is connected
to the 3ph AC grid via an LCL filter with passive damping,
and the LCL filter model is solved in tandem with the grid-side
converter model.

The inputs to the model are the power supplied to the DC
bus by the gen-side converter, the DC bus voltage, and the
grid voltage and frequency. The combined converter and filter
model is solved iteratively, since at first the power loss is
unknown, yet the real power supplied to the grid is required
to solve the system of equations. An initial guess is that
grid power is Pg = PDC . The LCL filter has converter-side
inductance and associated resistance Lf1 and Rf1, grid-side
inductance and associated resistance Lf2 and Rf2, capacitance

Fig. 1. Overview of a direct-drive turbine array with the proposed PSC.
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Fig. 2. Thermal-equivalent circuit model for the gen-side and grid-side
converters.

Fig. 3. 4-RC thermal-equivalent circuit model for the device junction-case
thermal impedance.

Cf and damping resistance Rf . The d-q axis grid currents are
calculated as

ig(d) =
2Pg

3Vg(d)
ig(q) = −2Qref

3Vg(q)
(13)

where Vg(dq) are the d-q axis grid voltages. Then the d-q axis
voltages at the central node of the LCL filter are given by

Vx(d) = Vg(d) +Rf2ig(d) − wgLf2ig(q) (14)
Vx(q) = Vg(q) +Rf2ig(q) + wgLf2ig(d) (15)

Then the d-q axis capacitor currents are given by

ic(d) = −C2
fR

2
fw

2
g(ig(d) +

Vx(q)/Rf − CfVx(d)wg)

CfRfwg
) (16)

ic(q) = −C2
fR

2
fw

2
g(ig(q) −

Vx(d)/Rf + CfVx(q)wg

CfRfwg
) (17)

Then the converter d-q output currents are calculated as

if(d) = ig(d) + ic(d) if(q) = ig(q) + ic(q) (18)

Then the converter d-q output voltages are found by

vf(d) = Vx(d) +Rf1if(d) − wgLf1if(q) (19)
vf(q) = Vx(q) +Rf1if(q) + wgLf1if(d) (20)

The rest of the model proceeds similarly to that of the gen-
side converter model, with if(dq) and Vf(dq) used to calculate
the converter’s rms current and voltage, and the phase angle
between them. The power loss is found as before, albeit now
with the addition of the conduction losses in the LCL filter
resistances. The real-power to the grid is then given by

Pg = PDC − Ploss(gridside) (21)

The model iterates k times until the following stopping crite-
rion is met

|Pg(k)− Pg(k − 1)| ≤ 1× 10−3 (22)

F. PE Converter Thermal Modeling

IGBT junction and case temperatures are calculated using
the thermal equivalent circuit of Fig. 2. Ploss are the IGBT
power losses calculated by the above electrical model. TJ are
the device junction temperatures, TC are the device case tem-
peratures, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, and A is
the heatsink surface area. T∞ is the wind or water temperature
beyond the thermal boundary layer. θJC , θI , and θS are the
junction-case, interface, and heatsink thermal resistances, re-
spectively. Note that θS represents the conductive heat transfer
across the heatsink material, whereas 1/(hA) represents the
convective heat transfer from the heatsink surface to the wind
or water. A rainflow algorithm [19] then performs thermal
cycle counting to obtain the low-frequency junction and case
thermal cycles for use with the lifetime models.

The lifetime models also require the number and magni-
tude of fundamental-frequency junction temperature cycles.
Fundamental-frequency thermal cycles are calculated using a
4-RC model of the junction-case thermal impedance, shown in
Fig. 3, using the mathematical method from [20]. Pmod is an
approximation of instantaneous device power loss which varies
over the fundamental period. θ and C values are the thermal
resistances and capacitance’s of the 4RC junction-case thermal
impedance model, and are obtained from the device datasheet
[21].

G. PE Converter Lifetime Modeling

Lifetime modeling estimates the gen-side and grid-side con-
verter life consumption (LC), allowing implementation of the
CBM strategy and providing the necessary aging information
for the proposed peak-shaving controller. This work assumes
that the IGBTs dominate the PE converter aging and that
the IGBTs in a single gen-side or grid-side converter age
concurrently. Therefore, lifetime models of a single gen-side
and grid-side IGBT constitute the lifetime models of the
respective PE converters.

IGBT aging is driven by thermal cycling of the IGBT junc-
tion and case. The lifetime models consider the fundamental-
frequency (e.g., 60 Hz for the grid-side) thermal cycling
caused by the sinusoidal AC currents and the low-frequency
thermal cycling caused by the variation of the load and average
power. The high-frequency thermal cycling due to the PWM
switching is not included since the magnitude of cycles at the
PWM frequency is negligible. The ”physics-of-failure” (PoF)
approach to lifetime modeling is used [22], [23], in which the
individual physical failure mechanisms of the IGBT chip and
packaging are considered independently.

This work constructs PoF lifetime models using accelerated
life test data for HiPak IGBT modules [24]. The simulated
turbine systems in this work consider discrete IGBTs rather
than IGBT modules; however, the failure modes are expected
to be similar. Therefore, although the lifetime models do not
offer absolute accuracy, they do facilitate relative comparisons
and study of the PSC relative to a baseline system.

The life test data gives the B10 lifetime, which is defined
as when 10% of the population is expected to have failed,
as a function of absolute temperature, thermal cycle magni-
tude, and thermal cycle time. Three physical failure mech-
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anisms are considered: conductor lead and substrate solder
joint degradation, chip solder joint degradation, and bond
wire degradation. Conductor lead and substrate solder joint
degradation is packaging related and dependent on the case
temperature. Hence, only low-frequency thermal cycles are
considered, since the heat-capacity of the case smooths out the
fundamental-frequency junction temperature variations. On the
other hand, the chip solder joint and bond-wire degradations
are chip related and dependent on device junction temperature.
Thus both fundamental-frequency and low-frequency thermal
cycles are considered.

For each of these three physical failure mechanisms, a
Palmgren-miner damage accumulation model is used to find
the B10 LC as:

LC =

k∑
i=1

ni
Nfi

(23)

where ni is the number of cycles experienced at the ith cycle
magnitude, and Nfi is the number of cycles to the B10 lifetime
at the ith cycle magnitude. The linear damage accumulation
model is valid for summing up the damage due to thermal
cycles of different magnitudes, as well as summing together
the damage from fundamental-frequency and low-frequency
thermal cycles [20], [25]. In PoF lifetime modeling, the overall
B10 LC of the IGBT is then given by the maximum of the
above three individual failure mechanism LCs:

LCIGBT = max(LCpak, LCchip−s, LCchip−bw). (24)

III. TURBINE ARRAY MAINTENANCE STRATEGY

As explained earlier, this paper mainly focuses on the
maintenance requirements of the PE converters. The PE con-
verters use a group and condition-based maintenance strategy,
based on the B10 LCs of the PE converters. The maintenance
strategy is explained below for the gen-side converters, though
an identical strategy is applied separately to the grid-side
converters. Note that the maintenance strategies of the gen-
side and grid-side converters are independent of one another.

The gen-side PE converter B10 LCs are monitored across
the array. The maintenance threshold is set at LC = 1, which
corresponds to the B10 lifetime. When the first converter
reaches the threshold, a group maintenance visit is scheduled.
During this visit, all the gen-side converters across the array
are replaced, and their B10 LCs reset to zero. This group
CBM strategy prevents the power control strategy of [14]
from being easily extended to an array of turbines since the
timing of maintenance depends only on the gen-side and grid-
side converters with the highest LC. i.e., exchanging energy
generation for prolonged converter lifetimes offers no benefit
if the turbine unit’s gen-side or grid-side LC is not the highest
in the array.

Critically, while the turbine systems across the array are
considered to be physically and electrically independent of one
another, this group maintenance strategy means that they are
economically intertwined. i.e., to determine if peak-shaving
should be applied to any single turbine in the array requires
simultaneous consideration of every other turbine in the array.

TABLE I
TURBINE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Wind-turbine System HKT System

Power Limit Control Blade-pitching (feathering) Assisted stall regulation
Rated Power 24.0 kW 32.2 kW
Turbine Cp(max) 0.45 0.45
Turbine Radius 1.88 m 0.73 m
PMSG Alxion 400STK4M-800 Alxion 800STK1M-400
PE Conv. IGBTs Infineon IKW20N60T Infineon IKW20N60T
PE. Conv. fsw 10 kHz 10 kHz
DC Bus Voltage 450 VDC 600 VDC
Grid Bus Voltage 230 VAC 230 VAC

TABLE II
COOLING SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Wind-turbine System HKT System

θJC 0.9 K/W 0.9 K/W
θI 0.333 K/W 0.333 K/W
θS 6.63 mK/W 33.2 mK/W
Cs 0.731 kJ/K 3.66 kJ/K
A 0.165 m2 0.165 m2

IV. TURBINE SYSTEM BEHAVIOR WITH PEAK-SHAVING

A. Simulated Peak-shaving Behavior

In this subsection, idealized wind and water velocity wave-
forms are used to 1) investigate the applicability of the
peak-shaving concept to the variable- and fixed-pitch turbine
designs, and 2) demonstrate the impact to the electrical system
when peak-shaving is applied. Here two example systems are
used: A variable-speed variable-pitch wind turbine system;
and a variable-speed fixed-pitch HKT system. The parameters
of these two systems are shown in Table I. Additionally,
parameters of the PE converter cooling systems are given in
Table II.

1) Variable-speed variable-pitch wind turbine: Fig 4.
shows the response of the simulated variable-pitch wind tur-
bine system to an idealized wind velocity waveform over a
24 hr simulation period. The base rated power of this turbine
system is 24 kW. When peak-shaving is applied, the rated
power of the turbine system is artificially reduced or derated,
to ”shave” the peak of the power curve. Fig. 4 includes two
cases of peak shaving at 21.6 and 19.2 kW. Fig. 4(a) shows
the turbine power against the wind velocity, indicating the
power peak-shaving effect. Fig. 4(b) shows the turbine speed
and torque corresponding to the turbine powers and wind
speed of Fig. 4(a). When the power is limited, the speed and
torque are constant due to blade-pitch control. Fig. 4(c) shows
the IGBT junction temperatures in the gen-side and grid-side
PE converters. When the turbine power is limited, there is a
reduction in the peak junction temperatures in both converters.
Considering this 24 hr period as a single thermal cycle, the
magnitude of the device thermal cycles is reduced, meaning
the IGBTs have degraded slightly less in the power limited
case.

Fig. 4(c) also shows two interesting behaviors. Firstly, the
temperatures dip downwards during the power-limited period.
This is due to the wind speed continuing to increase, result-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Simulation of a variable-speed variable-pitch wind turbine with
reducing rated power. (a) Wind speed and turbine power. (b) Turbine rotational
speed and torque. (c) Gen-side and grid-side PE converter IGBT junction
temperatures.

ing in peak convective-cooling at t = 12 hrs. Secondly, the
temperature reductions are smaller in the gen-side converter
compared to the grid-side converter. This is because the IGBT
losses are dominated by conduction losses in this case. When
the power is limited, both turbine speed and torque are lower.
Therefore, generator speed and current are lower. In the gen-
side converter, this means the reduced power corresponds
to lower voltages and currents. Whereas in the grid-side
converter, the DC bus and grid voltages are fixed. Hence the
reduced power corresponds to lower current only. Therefore,
the effect of reduced conduction losses is more prominent in
the grid-side converter.

Since the magnitude of thermal cycles can be reduced in
both the gen-side and grid-side converters, the variable-pitch
wind turbine system is an ideal candidate for application of
the proposed peak-shaving controller.

2) Variable-speed fixed-pitch HKT: Fig. 5 shows the results
for the simulated fixed-pitch HKT system. Fig. 5(a) shows
similar behavior to Fig. 4(a), with reduced rated powers lead-
ing to limited turbine power. However, fixed-pitch HKT uses
assisted stall regulation to limit the power. As Fig. 5(b) shows,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Simulation of a variable-speed, fixed-pitch HKT with reducing rated
power. (a) Water speed and turbine power. (b) Turbine rotational speed and
torque. (c) Gen-side and grid-side PE converter IGBT junction temperatures.

the turbine speed is reduced to induce the stall condition.
However, the turbine torque is then increased to maintain the
turbine power at a constant value. Fig. 5(c) shows the effect
on the gen-side and grid-side PE converter IGBT junction
temperatures. At reduced rated power, the increased torque
corresponds to higher gen-side converter currents. Since the
conduction losses dominate, the gen-side temperatures are sig-
nificantly increased, and the magnitude of the thermal cycles
here is increased. In the grid-side converter, the reduced power
results in lower currents, losses, and junction temperatures,
since the DC bus voltage and grid voltage are fixed. While the
peak-shaving has the intended effect on the grid-side converter,
it actually accelerates the degradation and aging of the gen-
side converter. Therefore, the fixed-pitch HKT is not an ideal
candidate system for the peak-shaving controller.
B. Experimental Peak Shaving Demonstration

A small-scale test platform shown in Fig. 6 demonstrates
the peak-shaving control for the variable-speed, variable-pitch
wind turbine design. A ”dyno” motor controlled by a 3-
phase inverter and a TI development board emulates the
turbine behavior. The dyno controller regulates the dyno motor
torque according to wind speed and generator shaft speed. A
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Fig. 6. Small-scale hardware test platform for peak-shaving demonstration.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Experimental demonstration of an example peak-shaving action. (a)
Wind speed and gen-side converter power generation. (b) Gen-side converter
MOSFET case temperature.

lookup table is used for turbine CP , where the tip-speed-ratio
and blade pitch are the inputs. The dyno motor is coupled
directly to the generator. A 3-phase AC-DC converter (the
gen-side converter), controlled by a second TI development
board, connects the generator to the DC bus. The gen-side
controller regulates the generator speed to achieve the optimal
tip-speed-ratio throughout the dyno emulated wind profile.
Without loss of generality, this subsection considers only the
gen-side converter. The hardware test uses MOSFETs given
the lab-scale power levels; however, the control behavior and
temperature trends are expected to be similar to that of IGBTs,
which are used at the simulation level in the rest of the paper.

A thermal camera captures the MOSFET case temperatures,
which is sufficient to observe the general effect of the peak-
shaving behavior on PE converter temperatures. Note that the

Fig. 8. Timing of the proposed PSC process.

PE converters considered in simulation in the rest of this
paper use IGBTs, and both junction and case temperatures are
required for the lifetime modeling. In real deployment of the
PSC, junction temperature can be estimated by measuring the
case temperature with a thermocouple, and calculating junction
temperature as TJ = TC + PlossθJC .

Fig. 7 shows an example peak-shaving action applied to the
experimental platform. The peak-shaving action comprises a
dynamically adjusted turbine rated power (artificial derating
of the turbine on-the-fly). This adjustable turbine rated power
is the output of the proposed PSC. The hardware test uses 24
hrs of scaled wind data from [26], and the test is performed
20x faster than real-time. Fig. 7(a) shows the wind velocity
and the measured gen-side PE converter power (generated to
the DC bus). When the peak-shaving action is applied, the
peak power generation is reduced from 38 to 30 W. Fig.
7(b) shows the measured MOSFET case temperatures. Due
to the reduced device losses associated with the lower power
generation, the peak case temperature is reduced from 72◦C
to 61◦C, corresponding to a reduced low-frequency thermal
cycle magnitude. Considering this test period in isolation, the
peak-shaving action reduces the measured energy generation
by 13.5%, while the gen-side converter LC is 17.1% lower.

This hardware test shows how a single peak-shaving action
can realize prolonged PE converter lifetimes at the expense
of energy generation. However, it is important to understand
the cumulative effect of numerous peak-shaving actions over
the lifespan of the turbine array system on the LCOE. For
this purpose, the simulation case study in Section VI will
demonstrate PSC performance over longer timescales.

V. PROPOSED ONLINE PEAK SHAVING CONTROLLER FOR
LCOE MINIMIZATION

The previous section has shown how a peak-shaving action
can exchange energy generation for slowed PE converter
aging. Even with just a single turbine it is challenging to de-
termine the most economically beneficial peak-shaving actions
over the turbine’s lifecycle. Now consider the case of a turbine
array with the group and condition-based maintenance strategy
described in Section III. The economic impact of applying
peak-shaving to a single turbine unit cannot be determined
without considering the state of every other turbine unit, since
the timing and costs of maintenance visits are dependent on the
turbine unit PE converters which first reach their B10 lifetime.
Instead, all turbines must be considered concurrently. To solve
this problem, the PSC is proposed in detail in this section.
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Fig. 9. Flowchart of proposed PSC process.

The proposed PSC uses a model predictive control (MPC)
style framework. Note that the PSC process operates over a
slow timescale (minutes to hours) and does not replace the
existing low-level converter controls. While a typical MPC
may directly set converter reference currents or duty cycle,
the PSC alters only the rated power setting of each turbine
system, acting as a supplementary system-level control action.

A. Overview

Following an MPC style framework, the PSC operates with
a timestep TS , a control horizon c, and a prediction horizon
p, as shown in Fig. 8. Note that TS is of the order of hours to
days. The time at which the PSC process is called, denoted k,
is measured from the beginning of the turbine array operation.
Subsequent PSC process calls occur at k + TS , k + 2TS and
so on. At the end of the prediction horizon, the time is then
k + p. The PSC implements peak-shaving by reducing the
rated power of a turbine unit, causing it to enter the power-
limited, variable-pitch region of operation at a slower speed
than normal. The objective of the PSC is to minimize LCOE by

obtaining the optimal set of rated powers, defined as the array
Pratedopt, corresponding to the lowest calculated LCOE at
the end of the prediction horizon.

Fig. 9. shows a summary flowchart of the PSC process.
Starting from the top, the PSC begins by defining an array of
test rated powers Pratedtest with length npoints, between
the minimum forecasted power generation and turbine system
base rated power Pratedbase. The PSC process will simulate
each turbine unit with each of the test rated powers over the
prediction horizon. This yields the predicted system LCOE at
the end of the prediction horizon for all possible combinations
of test rated powers across the array. The simulation of each
turbine unit for each test rated power is denoted ”Subroutine
A”, and the LCOE calculations for the possible combinations
across the array are denoted ”Subroutine B”, as explained next.
B. Subroutine A

The PSC process performs this subroutine, detailed in the
blue shaded area of Fig. 9, for each turbine in the array and
for each test rated power. e.g., for a three-turbine system,
with ten values defined in the array Pratedtest, Subroutine
A is performed 3 × 10 = 30 times. First, simulation of the
turbine unit over the prediction horizon estimates the gen-side
and grid-side PE converter IGBT temperatures and the turbine
unit’s energy generation. Next, these simulated temperatures
are concatenated with the measured temperatures from time
0 to k to obtain temperature profiles from time 0 to p.
Similarly, the turbine unit’s simulated energy generation over
the prediction horizon is summed with the measured energy
at time k to give energy at time k + p. The PSC process
then passes the temperature profiles to the lifetime models
described in Section II. Therefore, for each turbine and test
rated power, this Subroutine A outputs the predicted gen-side
and grid-side converter LCs, and energy generation at time
k + p.
C. Subroutine B

The PSC process performs this subroutine, detailed in the
red shaded area of Fig. 9, for all combinations of test rated
powers across the array. e.g., for a three-turbine system, with
10 test rated powers, Subroutine B is performed 103 = 1000
times. As the PSC operates with TS of order of hours, the
computation time is not a concern for smaller turbine arrays.
However, to deploy the PSC to large turbine arrays may
require employing advanced computationally-efficient search
algorithms or machine learning techniques. For example, in
Subroutine A, a smaller set of test rated powers could be
simulated, while in Subroutine B, combinations of test rated
powers across the array could be more efficiently tested. As
discussed in Section III, the turbine array uses a group CBM
policy for the gen-side and grid-side converters. Therefore,
the number of maintenance visits depends only on the gen-
side and grid-side converters with the highest LC. Thus, the
maximum gen-side and grid-side LCs are identified for the
current combination of test rated powers. The number of
maintenance visits per year to service the array’s gen-side and
grid-side converters is calculated as follows:

nvis/yrgenside =
nvisgenside +max(LCgenside)

(k + p)years
(25)
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nvis/yrgridside =
nvisgridside +max(LCgridside)

(k + p)years
(26)

where nvisgenside and nvisgridside are the number of main-
tenance visits completed so far, until time k, for the gen-
side and grid-side converters, LCgenside and LCgridside

are arrays of turbine unit gen-side and grid-side converter LCs
across the array, and (k + p)years is the time at the end of
the prediction horizon in years since the beginning of system
operation. Note that the PSC considers non-integer values of
maintenance visits per year.

At the end of the prediction horizon, the array energy gener-
ation is the summation of the turbine unit energies. Therefore,
predicted annual energy production (AEP) is calculated as:

AEP =
sum(Eunits)

(k + p)years
(27)

where Eunits is the array of generated energies for each
turbine unit. The variable OpEx cost per year is calculated
as:

OpExvar = (nvis/yrgenside)($/visitgenside)

+ (nvis/yrgridside)($/visitgridside) (28)

where $/visitgenside and $/visitgridside are the costs per visit
for gen-side and grid-side converter group maintenance. Then
the predicted LCOE at the end of the prediction horizon, for a
given set of turbine units’ test rated powers, is calculated as:

LCOE =
FCR · CapEx+OpExfixed +OpExvar

AEP
(29)

where FCR is the fixed charge rate, CapEx is the total capital
costs, and OpExfixed is the yearly fixed OpEx costs.

D. Optimal rated power selection

Following Subroutine B, the PSC has calculated the values
of predicted LCOE for each combination of test rated powers
across the turbine units in the array. The PSC then determines
the optimal set of rated powers to apply to each turbine unit as
the array Pratedopt, as the combination of test rated powers
that correspond to the minimum LCOE.

VI. PSC SIMULATION CASE STUDY

Section IV showed that the peak-shaving actions central
to the proposed PSC are potentially beneficial in a variable-
speed, variable-pitch turbine system, but not in a variable-
speed, fixed-pitch system. Therefore, this section now explores
the potential benefit of the PSC to the example variable-pitch
wind turbine array system, with the parameters in Tables I
and II. Without direct access to full-power turbines and years
of testing, a MATLAB simulation based case study provides
valuable insights on the efficacy of the PSC.

The example array comprises three wind turbines, each of
which exchanges measurements and rated power settings with
the PSC as shown in Fig. 1. The case study uses a one-year-
long wind velocity profile sampled at 5 minutes [26], shown
in Fig. 10. Two test cases are defined. In case A, the wind
speed observed at each turbine is identical (1x scaling from
Fig. 10). In case B, the wind speed observed at T1 is scaled
by 1.05x, at T2 by 1.00x, and at T3 by 0.95x. The disparity

Fig. 10. One year wind velocity profile from [26].

in Case B wind speeds is used to investigate the behavior of
the PSC when turbines across the array are aging at different
rates, which can be realistic due to varying turbine placements
and geography. Unless stated otherwise, the PSC uses an ideal
forecast, where the wind forecast used by the PSC is identical
to the experienced conditions. The case study compares the
PSC results to baseline results where the turbine systems have
fixed rated powers (PSC is not applied).

A. Determination of Economic Parameters

Performance of the PSC depends on the system’s economic
parameters. This subsection details how these parameters are
set for the simulation case study. In reality, the economic
parameters are set by the user according to the known or
estimated costs of their specific system.

Firstly, a baseline simulation is performed for case A to
obtain the AEP, nvis/yrgenside, and nvis/yrgridside without
the PSC. Then we work backwards from baseline CapEx and
OpEx values to obtain the required parameters for LCOE
calculation using equations (25) through (29): OpExfixed,
$/visitgenside, and $/visitgridside. We define a constant
CapEx value, unchanging across cases A and B, and between
baseline and PSC simulations. Since the performance of the
PSC is dependent on the relative balance of CapEx and
OpEx costs, we consider performance over a range of ”OpEx
balance” values. We define ”OpEx balance” as the OpEx share
of the total LCOE costs, denoted as kOpEx. For a given
kOpEx value, the total yearly OpEx cost for baseline case A
is calculated as:

OpExtotal =
kOpEx

1− kOpEx
· FCR · CapEx (30)

The calculated OpExtotal is then assumed to split evenly
between fixed and variable OpEx costs, OpExfixed and
OpExvar. This defines a set of OpExfixed values changing
only with kOpEx. The cost per gen-side or grid-side converter
maintenance visit is calculated from OpExvar as:

$/visitgenside =
OpExvar

nvis/yrgenside + nvis/yrgridside
(31)

$/visitgridside = $/visitgenside (32)

B. Wind Turbine Array

1) PSC Performance Compared to Baseline: LCOE is
calculated after a one-year-long simulation of the wind turbine
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Fig. 11. Normalized LCOE results for various kOpEx values.

array using equations (25) through (29). While the simulation
is performed for one year only, the project lifespan is 12 years.
However, this does not affect the LCOE calculation since the
calculations use per-year values. Baseline and PSC system
simulations are performed across test cases A and B, and at
kOpEx values of 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%.

Fig. 11 shows the LCOE results normalized to the case
A baseline simulation performed at kOpEx = 0.3 (OpEx
accounting for 30% of the total LCOE costs). Considering
the baseline simulations, the changing kOpEx value alters the
$/visitgenside and $/visitgridside values, leading to a chang-
ing LCOE across kOpEx, despite constant energy generation
and number of maintenance visits. Now considering the PSC
results, changing kOpEx also affects the behavior of the PSC
process. At lower kOpEx values, peak-shaving is less likely to
reduce LCOE since the maintenance visit costs are lower. i.e.,
exchanging some energy generation for prolonged converter
lifetimes becomes less tenable as the maintenance visit cost
savings shrink. On the other hand, at higher kOpEx, the trade-
off becomes more advantageous since the maintenance visit
costs are high. As mentioned in the introduction, OpEx may
not decrease as fast as CapEx as turbine technologies mature;
hence the proposed PSC will be more effective as kOpEx

increases.
Clearly from Fig. 11, the PSC reduces LCOE in cases A and

B, across all kOpEx values. Note that when kOpEx = 0.5, the
LCOE reduction can be as high as 14.3%. The larger LCOE
reductions realized in case B are caused by the imbalanced
wind speeds across the turbine array. In these cases, applying
peak-shaving to one or two of the turbine units can reduce
the group maintenance visits while only sacrificing energy
generation in one or two turbine units. This condition arises
from the group maintenance policy, in which only the gen-
side or grid-side converter with the highest LC affects the
scheduling of the maintenance visits.

2) Detailed Results for Case B and kOpEx = 0.3: Fig. 12
shows the turbine units’ energy production, gen-side converter
LC, grid-side converter LC, and optimal rated powers for the
baseline and PSC simulations. Energy and LCs are normalized
to the final values for the baseline T2 turbine unit (1x wind
speed scaling, no PSC). In the baseline case, the rated powers
for all three turbines remain constant at 24 kW. In the PSC
situation, the PSC process finds the optimal rated power for
each turbine unit to minimize LCOE. The PSC process uses a
timestep Ts of 3 hrs and a prediction horizon p of 24 hrs. The
PSC significantly reduces T1 and T2 converter LCs compared

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12. Wind turbine array operation for baseline and PSC simulation cases
over the one year profile of Fig. 10. (a) Normalized turbine unit energy
generation. (b) Normalized gen-side converter LC. (c) Normalized grid-side
converter LC. (d) Turbine unit optimal rated powers set by the PSC.

to the baseline, with only minor reductions in T1 and T2
energy generation. Under the group CBM policy described
in Section III, the number of maintenance visits with the
PSC applied is reduced compared to the baseline, leading
to reduced nvis/yrgenside, nvis/yrgridside, and OpExvar.
Since the PSC process minimizes LCOE in real-time, the PSC
will always apply the optimal amount of peak-shaving consid-
ering the trade-off between energy generation and prolonged
converter lifetimes.
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Fig. 13. Forecasts 1 through 4 compared to the actual wind velocity over a
sampled 24 hr period of the Fig. 10 wind profile.

Fig. 14. LCOE with PSC compared to baseline (no PSC) for ideal forecast
and forecasts 1 through 4. Results are for case A with kopex = 0.3.

3) Effect of Forecasting Error: In the simulations presented
so far, the PSC process has used an ”ideal forecast” where the
forecast exactly matches the observed wind speeds. A 24 hr
forecast is used since the PSC prediction horizon p in the case
study is 24 hrs long. Four synthesized forecasts are created
from the actual wind velocities of Fig. 10, with an introduced
mean average percentage error (MAPE) of zero at t = 0 hrs,
rising to around 20 % at the forecast for +24 hrs, in line
with typical forecast accuracies [27]. Fig. 13. shows the four
synthesized forecasts compared to the observed wind velocity
over an example 24 hr period.

The PSC is now simulated with each synthesized forecast
for case A and kopex = 0.3. Fig. 14 shows the LCOE reduction
achieved by the PSC with the ideal forecast and forecasts 1
through 4, compared to the baseline case. The PSC achieves
close to the ideal forecast scenario LCOE with all synthesized
forecasts. In the worst scenario, LCOE is still reduced by
2.84% from the baseline.

We attribute the robustness of the proposed PSC to forecast-
ing error to two factors. Firstly, in the MPC style framework
of the PSC process, the step size is 3 hrs, and the prediction
horizon is 24 hrs. Therefore, the PSC can often compensate
for the large forecast errors encountered in the 12-24 hr ahead
prediction period. Secondly, the PSC control variables are the
turbine unit rated powers, meaning forecast absolute accuracy
is not essential. Real-time minimization of LCOE dictates
the peak-shaving actions, considering the trade-off between
energy generation and PE converter aging due to thermal
cycling. Thus, so long as the forecast approximately captures
the amount of energy available and the number and magnitude
of the swings in the wind or water velocity, forecasting error’s
impact on PSC performance remains limited.

Fig. 15. LCOE with PSC compared to baseline for various timesteps TS .
Results are for simulation case A, kopex = 0.3, and Forecast 2.

4) Effect of PSC Timestep: Here the effect of varying the
PSC timestep is investigated. The results shown so far have all
used a timestep TS of 3 hrs. Now the PSC simulation for case
A, Forecast 2, and kopex = 0.3 is repeated with TS values of 1,
6, 12, and 24 hrs. The LCOE results compared to the baseline
are shown in Fig. 15. The largest LCOE reduction compared
to the baseline is achieved with TS = 12 hrs. At timesteps
below 12 hrs, the differences are minimal and attributed to
noise resulting from the discrete nature of the PSC test rated
powers. At the higher TS of 24 hrs, the error in the forecast
begins to negatively impact PSC performance.

C. Discussion

While the presented results are promising - offering up
to 14.3% LCOE reduction, they may be optimistic. One
factor is that the economic model is simplistic in that it
assumes maintenance visits account for half of the total OpEx
cost, and OpEx accounts for a defined share of CapEx.
Therefore, if the baseline simulation used to set the economic
parameters returns a very low number of maintenance visits
over the system lifespan, the model sets the cost of a single
maintenance visit to be unrealistically high. Another factor
is that the case study PE converters use a passive cooling
system, in which the IGBTs are cooled via a heatsink on the
nacelle / enclosure wall over which the wind flows. Research
has shown that active cooling systems offer better cooling
and longer device lifetimes than passive cooling systems [28].
Therefore, the PSC LCOE reduction in an actively cooled
system may be smaller since the thermal cycle magnitudes
may already be relatively small even before any peak-shaving
is applied. Lastly, the lifetime models use extrapolation to
extend the source data to additional temperature ranges, and
the fundamental-frequency lifetime models use test data from
a 2-second cycle test. In the lifetime test data, shorter cy-
cle duration corresponds to reduced degradation. Therefore,
treating each fundamental-frequency cycle identically to a 2-
second cycle likely overestimates the degradation effects of
these cycles.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a PSC for reducing the LCOE of
turbine array systems. Peak-shaving actions are implemented
by varying the rated power of each turbine on-the-fly. The PSC
process simulates the turbine array system over a prediction
horizon, selecting the optimal rated powers for each turbine
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unit by minimizing a function for predicted LCOE. Underlying
the proposed PSC is the concept of exchanging energy gener-
ation for prolonged gen-side and grid-side converter lifetimes,
which leads to reduced maintenance visits and OpEx costs.
The PSC considers this trade-off in real-time by minimizing
the LCOE at every PSC process timestep. In investigating the
effect of peak-shaving, it was found that the PSC is most
applicable to variable-speed variable-pitch turbines.

A hardware experiment demonstrated the impact of peak-
shaving actions on the PE system. Then a simulation case
study for an example variable-pitch wind turbine array inves-
tigated the PSC’s impact on LCOE over the array’s lifespan.
Applying the proposed PSC was beneficial, reducing LCOE
across various environmental and economic scenarios. The
potential LCOE reduction increases with the share of LCOE
attributed to OpEx costs. Further, larger LCOE reductions are
realized in systems with unbalanced wind speeds across the
turbine array. That said, the results appear optimistic compared
to the LCOE reduction that may be observed in reality.
Therefore, future work should improve the accuracy of the
lifetime modeling, as well as employ a more comprehensive
economic model of the turbine system. Further, should the
variable-pitch technology become mature in the HKT sector,
the proposed PSC framework will still apply.

This work offers several contributions. First the proposed
PSC expands the concept of power control for improved
system economics to a turbine array using a group CBM
strategy. Further, altering the rated power of each turbine unit
on-the-fly (derating) is demonstrated as an effective means of
implementing power control via distinct peak-shaving actions.
Setting the rated power allows PSC implementation without
altering the existing turbine unit controls. Using turbine rated
power as the control variable also allows the PSC to operate
with a slow timescale and robustness to absolute errors in
the forecasted wind or water speeds. Finally, minimizing the
predicted LCOE function in real-time as part of the PSC
process ensures the PSC will optimize system economics
throughout the system lifetime. Therefore, the proposed PSC
offers a valuable tool for further optimizing future turbine
array systems.
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